
In 2007 at the request of Metro and its regional partners, the 
Oregon Legislature passed Senate Bill 1011, establishing a 
new framework for planning for urban growth in the Portland 
metropolitan region. Under this new system, Clackamas, 
Multnomah and Washington counties and Metro must 
determine together which lands outside the current urban 
growth boundary are best suited to accommodate urban 
development over the next 40 to 50 years and which lands 
should be off limits to development in order to protect their 
values as farms, forests and natural areas during that same 
period. Across the region, civic leaders are engaged in this 
unique process, considering the relationship of urban and 
rural lands and the desired shape of the Portland metropolitan 
region over the next several decades.

The three counties and Metro expect to reach agreements 
on a map of urban and rural reserves by the end of 2009. 
The counties will each designate rural reserves within their 
respective boundaries by amending their county land use plans. 
The Metro Council will designate urban reserves in spring 
2010 by adopting the Urban and Rural Reserves ordinance 
which will amend the Regional Framework Plan and Metro’s 
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan. 
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497,200 1,153,300 608,300 1,382,800 
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Economic and Development Services 

 

 

(360) 696-9870 • (503) 230-1414 • Fax (360) 696-8453 

E-mail: edhovee@edhovee.com 

MMEEMMOORRAANNDDUUMM  

To:  John Williams, Metro 

  Dennis Yee, Metro 

From:  Eric Hovee  

Subject: Employment Options for Urban Reserves Process 

Date:  September 14, 2009 

 

This memorandum is intended to outline options that might be considered to address 

employment growth and associated industrial/commercial building and land needs as part of the 

urban reserves process for the Portland Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) to 2050/60.  

Options are considered within the context of observed employment and development trends 

together with the adopted 2040 Growth Concept to discourage unnecessary urban sprawl and 

make more efficient use of land. This “reduced footprint” approach is also consistent with an 

objective to invest for improved land utilization within the existing UGB before expanding 

outside as needed for additional employment land area.  

Specific topics covered by this memorandum are:  

 Metro Employment Range Forecasts 

 UGB Capture Rates 

 Converting Jobs to Building Types 

 Building Square Footage per Employee 

 FARs by Building Type (or Design Type) 

 Refill Rates 

 Vacant Land Capacity 

 

For each topic, key elements of the current forecast analysis with the preliminary 2030 

employment Urban Growth Report (UGR) are outlined. This is followed by a review of options 

suggested for consideration with employment reserves over a time horizon of 40-50 years that is 

at least twice that of the UGR 2030 forecast period. With each topic, a recommended approach is 

also noted, concluding with summary identification of revisions actually being proposed by 

Metro staff for this portion of the urban reserves analysis.  

2408 Main Street • P.O. Box 225 • Vancouver, WA 98666 
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MMEETTRROO  EEMMPPLLOOYYMMEENNTT  RRAANNGGEE  FFOORREECCAASSTTSS  ((BBYY  SSEECCTTOORR))  

Current 2030 Forecast. Metro’s 20 and 50 Year forecast report provides a low to high job 

forecast range. Employment sector allocations are based on a combination of Global Insight 

projections and past trend / location quotient (LQ) extrapolation. My understanding is that the 

Metro Chief Operating Officer’s recommendation for the employment UGR will be for the mid-

range forecast to 2030.  

A base case employment forecast extending beyond 2040 to 2050/60 is generated using a fixed 

employment-to-population (e-p) ratio of 0.51. It is noted that the e-p ratios to 2040 vary quite a 

bit depending on the forecast range (low-medium-high) and year considered. The 0.51 ratio 

projected beyond 2040 is just above the peak reported historical experience of 0.505 (in 2000). 

2050/60 Options. There are a variety of options that could be considered as offering the 

potential effect of altering employment footprint for the region, such as: 

 Moving to the lower side of the forecast range, whether as an explicit policy objective or 

to reflect a lower e-p ratio (depending in part on age mix of population). 

 Revise the mix of employment in out-years, for example, to further reduce expected 

industrial job growth – moving more into alignment with national employment 

projections. 

 More focused attention on self-employed and telecommuters, especially if this portion of 

the workforce were to be identified as an increasing share of total employment. 

 

Recommended Approach. While a case might be made for any of these options, the 

approach suggested with the 40/50-year reserves analysis would be to focus on retaining the mid-

range forecast (to 2060) as is. This is for reasons including:  

 Consistency with the mid-range approach being recommended for the 2030 UGR. 

 Speculative nature of other options that might be considered 

(as for an increased share of self-employed / telecommuters). 

 Policy preference to err on the side of offering flexibility to accommodate more traded 

sector industrial activity (an option not possible if not covered by the reserves analysis) 

 Ability to deal with reduced shares of some employment sectors in the UGB by varying 

capture rates (per the added discussion with the next section of this analysis).  

 

Revisions Made. The Metro/Hovee employment spreadsheet model has now been extended to 

2060 utilizing the 2060 mid-range forecast. Individual sectors are generally extrapolated forward 

at an annual job growth rate of 0.85% from 2040-2060, but with industry sector adjustments 

made to reflect industries viewed as having stronger or weaker long-term growth potentials 

based on factors including observed growth rates, anticipated demographics and changing 

regional competitive advantage. When summed, the individual employment sectors add to the 

previously prepared regional 2060 mid-range employment control total.  
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UUGGBB  CCAAPPTTUURREE  RRAATTEESS  

Current 2030 Forecast. Projected UGB capture rates have dropped somewhat from about 

83% of PMSA employment from 1983-2000 to 82% (2010-15/mid-scenario) and then to 79% 

(2015-30). These overall projected UGB capture rates are calculated based on weighted industry-

specific capture rates.  

Capture rates increase somewhat with the low scenario (as more of lower total regional growth 

stays in the UGB) and less with the high scenario. As noted by the UGR report, detailed industry 

trending of historical industry-specific capture rates is not easily accomplished due to the change 

from SIC to NAICS job classifications, making long-term assessment of industry-specific trends 

more challenging. 

2050/60 Options. Looking beyond 2030, UGB capture rate options would appear to include: 

 Holding industry-specific rates at the same levels as projected with the UGR to 2030. 

 Dropping the overall job capture rate by 4-5% points, continuing what appears to be the 

within UGB job erosion trend since about the 1980s. Industry specific ratios could be 

adjusted down by this overall adjustment or varied individually (as noted below).  

 Dropping UGB capture ratios to better balance employment-population (e-p) ratios 

throughout the region – reflecting both increasing regional travel congestion and possible 

regional/local policy priorities for reduced commute travel times or more balanced local 

jurisdiction fiscal capacities. Note: The projected Metro UGB population capture rate is 

61.8% with the preliminary residential UGR. This is about 16-18% points below the 

UGB employment capture rate projected with the employment UGR at 78-80%. 

 Reducing industry-specific capture rates differentially, to reflect already lower capture 

and presumed more rapid continued reduction for some industrial activities (such as 

manufacturing, transportation/warehouse/utilities and construction). This approach also 

assumes that functions such as finance and management that are more highly centralized 

remain so. A similar argument might be applied to wholesale trade (the industrial sector 

with the highest existing UGB capture rate) Note: this industry-specific approach might 

also be combined with other options as noted above. 

 

Recommended Approach. Drop the UGB employment capture by at least 4-5% points and 

consider further reduction to also reflect improved jobs-housing balance in and out of the UGB. 

Also apply more rapid reductions to industrial sectors with already lower rates of UGB capture.  

While there is no perfect formula, a simple solution that addresses this combination of possible 

approaches would be an across the board 10% point UGB capture reduction across all industry 

specific capture rates. For example, in this scheme the manufacturing UGB capture rate would 

drop from 81% to 71% while finance drops from 92% to 82%.  

Revisions Made. Based on further discussion with Dennis Yee, the Metro UGB share was 

dropped by 5.0% points for every NAICS sector. This reflects observed trends including some 

added impetus for improved jobs-housing balance across the non-UGB portions of the PMSA. 
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AALLLLOOCCAATTIINNGG  JJOOBBSS  TTOO  BBUUIILLDDIINNGG  TTYYPPEESS    

Current 2030 Forecast. The preliminary employment UGR maintains constant allocations 

both near term (to 2015) and longer term (to 2030). This is accomplished by a matrix indicating 

the proportion of employment by industry allocated to each of six building types (office, 

institution, flex/business park, general industrial, warehouse, and retail). 

2050/60 Options. While there is little detailed quantitative data that we are aware of on this 

topic, there is a general expectation that industrial activity remaining in the U.S. (especially 

manufacturing) will continue to shift from general industrial space for production to R&D and 

admin/marketing, with greater utilization of office space.  

These trends are supported by national literature and Portland metro area results of focus group 

and interview research conducted by our form with key business and industry groups. Also noted 

is that , with the exception of larger users, more industrial firms can generally be expected to be 

occupants of multi-tenant flex/business park space.  

Recommended Approach. For purposes of a reduced footprint reserves scenario (beyond 

2030), suggested is an approach that might involve: 

 Consider reducing the percentage allocation of space allocated to general industrial and 

warehouse building type uses by in the range of 10% to potentially as much as one third 

(33%). This reduction would be applied to the construction, manufacturing, wholesale, 

TWU, and information sectors – for which 40%+ of space is currently allocated to 

general industrial and warehouse uses.  

 Assigning one-half of the reduction in manufacturing and information space allocation 

noted above to office space use, the other half to flex/BP. Assign one-quarter of the 

reduction in construction, wholesale and TWU to office, the other three-quarters to 

flex/BP. 

 

Revisions Made. Changes to the spreadsheet model have been made at the lower end of the 

range considered – reducing general industrial allocations 10% for the uses as indicated above.  

BBUUIILLDDIINNGG  SSQQUUAARREE  FFOOOOTTAAGGEE  PPEERR  EEMMPPLLOOYYEEEE  

Current 2030 Forecast. The May UGR draft provides square foot per employee estimates that 

are varied by building type and by geography (central area, inner ring, outer ring). Input data has 

been revised based on input from local jurisdictions, in large measure to account for what are 

perceived as differences between the three ring geographies. These ring-to-ring variations are 

especially pronounced for general industrial, warehouse/distribution and flex space.  

With both the UGR report and more recent revisions made by Dennis Yee, input assumptions 

currently are held constant across the near term (to 2015) and longer term (to 2030) time periods.  
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2050/60 Options. Research conducted with the employment and economic trends analysis 

indicates that there appear to be somewhat conflicting space utilization forces at work to for most 

of the building types considered. Whether building square footage required to house the typical 

employee increases or decreases depends on how these countervailing forces play out and also 

may vary with the specific mix of businesses within a particular building type (especially for 

industrial uses). This is a topic for which more detailed Metro data monitoring capability in the 

future will become of increased importance – if changing employment land needs are to be more 

effectively understood and monitored over time.  

Recommended Approach. In the absence of other clear and compelling data, a suggested 

approach would be to slightly increase the density factors as currently provided with the 

preliminary UGR, also reflecting modifications that local jurisdictions have researched to 

provide.  

Note: A building type for which current space utilization factors with the UGR seems somewhat 

odd is flex/BP. In theory, flex space densities should be about mid-way between those of office 

and general industrial/distribution space as flex typically reflects a mix of these other uses. From 

this standpoint, the outer ring figure of 990 square feet per employee seems particularly high as a 

sustainable long-term average. It may reflect categorization of building space as flex/BP that 

would be considered as general industrial in other locales. If there were to be a change made, it 

might be to reduce this more to the 600-650 square foot per employee range for the 40-50 year 

time horizon. In exchange, the general industrial density might be increased from the 600 to 800 

square feet per employee.   

Revisions Made. MetroScope outputs have suggested generally increasing densities over time. 

Consequently, the employment spreadsheet indicates an overall increase of about 5% between 

2030 and 2050/60 (rounded to the nearest 25 square feet per employee). The density hierarchy 

has also been rationalized so that building square footage per job for General Industrial now 

exceeds that of Flex/BP which also exceeds that of Office across each of the three ring 

geographies.  

FFAARRSS  BBYY  BBUUIILLDDIINNGG  TTYYPPEE  

Current 2030 Forecast. The May UGR varied floor area ratios (FARs) by building type, 

subareas and design type – but resulting FARs were then held constant across the near term (to 

2015) and longer term (to 2030) time periods. Based on private business sector input, the retail 

FARs have been revised down, with lower rates now indicated for 2010-15 than for the 2015-30 

time frame. 

2050/60 Options. With the employment and trends analysis completed for Metro (and 

accompanying presentations), we have consistently discussed increasing FAR as both a potential 

opportunity and challenge for the future – especially in the out-years beyond the forecast horizon 

of the 2030 UGR. Experience from 2000-2006 provides clear evidence of increased employment 

FARs for urban design types but, to this point, not for Title 4 industrial-related design types. 



Increased FARs have been identified as a key policy choice that could reinforce this region’s 

sustainability advantage but that might involve tradeoffs for some traded sector industries that 

have other location choices whether in or outside this metro region. Also noted is a wide range of 

opinion regarding the desirability and feasibility of increasing employment development density 

that was heard from the business focus groups conducted in late 2008/early 2009. 

With initial modeling for FARs as part of a possible policy driven option (in March), we initially 

tested assumptions of an approximate 45% increase in FARs for urban design types and 30% 

increase in industrial (Title 4) design types by 2050/60. Note that base year figures for some 

building/subarea/design types have since been ratcheted down, so that the 2050/60 FARs in 

many cases would not be as great as initially modeled.  

With the Portland EOA, economic modeling reflected an approximately 34% increase for 

Central City office FAR, 16% in other FARs outside of industrial districts (in five year 

increments) through 2035. FARs for industrial areas of the Willamette-Columbia (and residential 

areas) were not increased over time but held constant.  

Options that might be considered for the 40-50 year time frame of the reserves analysis include: 

 Holding FARs at maximum 2030 UGR levels (as revised per retail input by Dennis Yee).   

 Increasing FARs across the board by a constant amount – as an absolute or % bump. 

 Increasing FARs more selectively, by building, subarea ring, and/or design type. Note: 

Key challenges are parking assumptions for commercial and urban design types, land 

banking & buffers/campus setting for flex / industrial uses or Title 4 lands. 

 

Recommended Approach. An approach similar to but somewhat modified from our initial 

modeling is suggested for consideration, specifically: 

 An approximate 20% - 40% increase in FARs from 2030-60 for new development with 

all urban design types (including central area , corridors, regional and town centers)   

 A 10% - 20% increase in FARs for new development with the Title 4 industrial, and 

employment design types (and also the ‘other’ category) 

 No increase in the Title 4 RSIA areas, with these lower FARs also targeted for added 

UGB lands to accommodate large lot uses (and associated early year land banking to also 

support future expansion needs of these large lot employers).  

 

Note: The chart attached at the end of this memo illustrates resulting FARs at the lower end of 

the range indicated by building , subarea and design type. For industrial buildings, relevant notes 

are that outer ring FARs go to 0.26, a figure that is eminently achievable for most uses but may 

require greater build-out and less area for open space buffers, outside storage and extensive 

landscaping on-site.  

For commercial uses, a good bellweather is provided by retail on corridors which now goes to an 

FAR range of 0.36 - 0.42. This reflects a modest transition still generally accommodated with at-

grade parking but at somewhat reduced ratios and/or on-street parking.  

E.D. Hovee & Company, LLC for Metro: 
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Similar FARs are noted for office use with outer ring FARs; inner ring FARs go to 0.60 which 

may require that some portion of parking for new development be provided with structures, 

depending on transit availability to support reduced parking ratios.  

Revisions Made. Changes to the employment spreadsheet model have been made at the lower 

end of the range recommended for consideration – for a 20% increase in FAR for urban design 

types over the 2030-50/60 time frame, a 5% increase for Title 4 industrial and employment 

designations, and no increase for Title 4 RSIA areas (per the chart attached as an appendix to this 

memorandum). 

RREEFFIILLLL  RRAATTEESS  

Current 2030 Forecast. The May preliminary UGR report references refill rates that are 

outputs of the MetroScope, estimated at 24% for industrial and 45% for non-industrial uses. 

Detailed data with the economic model reflects a comparison of refill rates suggested by E. D. 

Hovee economic modeling together with MetroScope results. A potential refill category is also 

included as part of the Metro employment capacity analysis, illustrating the effects of essentially 

doubling the MetroScope refill outputs.  

2050/60 Options. Available for consideration are options to: 

 Maintain existing MetroScope/Hovee based refill rates as applied for the UGR to 2030 

(though continued application of the existing rates to 2050/60 may well understate actual 

refill activity, especially if the Metro area continues to transition toward an increased 

proportion of developed to Greenfield sites). 

 Re-run the MetroScope model assuming 2050/60 employment and reduced footprint 

assumptions (and apply new outputs – if feasible). 

 Increase refill rates for the 2030-50/60 period (to better reflect continued maturation of 

the metro area urbanized environment and Metro policy objectives) 

 Transition to the approach of the recently completed Portland Economic Opportunities 

Analysis (EOA), which essentially calculates refill as a residual – as needed to balance 

supply with demand.  

 

Recommended Approach. Ideally, anticipated refill rates could be adjusted up to reflect 

added refill beyond 2030 consistent both with an increasingly mature metro region (having a 

larger proportion of already developed sites) and reduced footprint policy objectives. 

Consequently, a preferred approach would be to re-apply MetroScope (if this can feasibly be re-

run in the time frame needed). If re-running MetroScope is not possible within the time frame 

available, a back-up alternative would be to adjust refill rates up somewhat from the current 

UGR forecast (20 years) for the 40/50 time horizon of the urban reserves process.  

Revisions Made. Changes made involve a 5% increase in outer ring refill rates, with no 

change to higher refill rates already applied for central and inner rings (as compared with refill 

rates in the 20-year preliminary employment UGR).  
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VVAACCAANNTT  LLAANNDD  CCAAPPAACCIITTYY  ((LLAANNDD  TTIIEERRSS  AANNAALLYYSSIISS))  

Current 2030 Forecast. The preliminary UGR capacity analysis places strong reliance on Tier 

A/B sites near term (through 2015/20), with increased reliance on Tiers C-G post-2020. Input 

data from local jurisdictions has resulted in increases to the vacant land inventory that will be 

incorporated in a revised final UGR.  

2050/60 Options. Application of the input assumptions related to employment range, UGB 

capture, job/building type allocations, FARs and refill rates can be expected to substantially 

affect the comparison of employment demand versus need. However, it is still likely that 

increasing reliance will be placed on providing required infrastructure for both existing and new 

urban areas (brought into the UGB since 1997) to meet anticipated demand, especially in the 20-

50 time period important for the urban reserves analysis.  

While perhaps not directly required for the quantitative portion of this reserves analysis, 

increased attention to subarea marketability may be important for credibility with the public 

review process. This assurance is needed with respect to potential viability of as yet undeveloped 

areas already in the UGB and in establishing criteria or guidelines for employment reserves that 

might be considered for eventual UGB addition.  

Even with the preliminary employment UGR (focused on a shorter 20-year time horizon), 

concern has been expressed by jurisdictions and private sector reviewers with subarea 

projections that may not coincide with market subareas that have been the recent focus of 

greatest employment growth. These questions may be amplified by the longer-term 40-50 year 

look for suitable urban reserves.  

Recommended Approach. Whether included directly within the reserves analysis or as a 

supplemental report, it is suggested that discussion of employment reserves more explicitly 

address topics including: 

 Funding options and strategic approach for bringing employment infrastructure on-line in 

advance of or in synch with employment and associated land demand.  

 More detailed analysis of subarea demand / supply gaps – including a strategy for how 

shortages are most appropriately addressed by subarea and/or demand might be shifted to 

subareas with excess capacity  (including discussion of cluster agglomeration and siting 

issues – as for high tech and distribution). 

 Threshold criteria for adding employment UGB (related to items such as site and 

infrastructure suitability and funding capacity, priority for accommodating not easily 

predicted large lot/large employer needs, and triggers for UGB inclusion/development). 

 

Revisions Made. No changes made to spreadsheet model. Topics identified above may be 

addressed in Metro narrative accompanying the quantitative outputs with a final urban reserves 

report.  
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AAPPPPEENNDDIIXX..  RREESSEERRVVEESS  AANNAALLYYSSIISS  FFAARR  AASSSSUUMMPPTTIIOONNSS  ((22003300--22005500//6600))  

Illustrated by the chart on the next two pages are FARs that would be associated with: 

    20% FAR increase across urban design types (Central City, Corridors, Regional Center, 

Town Center) 

    5% FAR increase for Title 4 types (Industrial, Employment) plus Other 

 No FAR increase for RSIA designated lands 

 

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

Subareas Central Corridors

Regional 

Center

Town 

Center RSIA Industrial

Employ 

ment Other

Central 1.20              0.60              -                 0.72              0.50              0.53              0.50              0.53              

Inner Westside -                 0.36              0.72              0.72              -                 0.32              0.32              0.32              

Inner North & East 1.20              0.36              0.72              0.72              0.25              0.32              0.32              0.32              

Inner Clackamas -                 0.36              0.72              0.72              0.25              0.32              0.32              0.32              

Inner I-5 -                 0.36              0.72              0.72              -                 0.32              0.32              0.32              

Outer Westside -                 0.36              0.60              0.60              0.25              0.26              0.26              0.26              

East Mult Co -                 0.36              0.60              0.60              0.25              0.26              0.26              0.26              

Outer Clackamas -                 -                 -                 0.60              0.25              0.26              0.26              0.26              

Outer I-5/205 -                 0.36              0.60              0.60              0.25              0.26              0.26              0.26              

WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTION BUILDINGS

Subareas Central Corridors

Regional 

Center

Town 

Center RSIA Industrial

Employ 

ment Other

Central 1.20              0.60              -                 0.72              0.50              0.53              0.50              0.53              

Inner Westside -                 0.36              0.72              0.72              -                 0.32              0.32              0.32              

Inner North & East 1.20              0.36              0.72              0.72              0.25              0.32              0.32              0.32              

Inner Clackamas -                 0.36              0.72              0.72              0.25              0.32              0.32              0.32              

Inner I-5 -                 0.36              0.72              0.72              -                 0.32              0.32              0.32              

Outer Westside -                 0.36              0.60              0.60              0.25              0.26              0.26              0.26              

East Mult Co -                 0.36              0.60              0.60              0.25              0.26              0.26              0.26              

Outer Clackamas -                 -                 -                 0.60              0.25              0.26              0.26              0.26              

Outer I-5/205 -                 0.36              0.60              0.60              0.25              0.26              0.26              0.26              

FLEX BUILDINGS

Subareas Central Corridors

Regional 

Center

Town 

Center RSIA Industrial

Employ 

ment Other

Central 1.20              0.60              -                 0.72              0.50              0.53              0.50              0.53              

Inner Westside -                 0.36              0.72              0.72              -                 0.32              0.32              0.32              

Inner North & East 1.20              0.36              0.72              0.72              0.25              0.32              0.32              0.32              

Inner Clackamas -                 0.36              0.72              0.72              0.25              0.32              0.32              0.32              

Inner I-5 -                 0.36              0.72              0.72              -                 0.32              0.32              0.32              

Outer Westside -                 0.30              0.60              0.60              0.25              0.26              0.26              0.26              

East Mult Co -                 0.30              0.60              0.60              0.25              0.26              0.26              0.26              

Outer Clackamas -                 -                 -                 0.60              0.25              0.26              0.26              0.26              

Outer I-5/205 -                 0.30              0.60              0.60              0.25              0.26              0.26              0.26              

 



OFFICE BUILDINGS

Subareas Central Corridors

Regional 

Center

Town 

Center RSIA Industrial

Employ 

ment Other

Central 7.20              1.80              -                 1.20              1.00              1.05              1.00              1.05              

Inner Westside -                 0.60              1.80              0.72              -                 0.53              0.53              0.53              

Inner North & East 4.80              0.60              1.80              1.20              0.30              0.53              0.53              0.53              

Inner Clackamas -                 0.60              1.20              0.72              0.30              0.53              0.53              0.53              

Inner I-5 -                 0.60              1.80              0.72              -                 0.53              0.53              0.53              

Outer Westside -                 0.42              1.20              0.72              0.35              0.37              0.37              0.37              

East Mult Co -                 0.42              1.20              0.72              0.35              0.37              0.37              0.37              

Outer Clackamas -                 -                 -                 0.72              0.35              0.37              0.37              0.37              

Outer I-5/205 -                 0.42              1.20              0.72              0.35              0.37              0.37              0.37              

RETAIL BUILDINGS

Subareas Central Corridors

Regional 

Center

Town 

Center RSIA Industrial

Employ 

ment Other

Central 1.20              0.60              -                 0.72              0.50              0.53              0.50              0.53              

Inner Westside -                 0.40              1.00              0.60              -                 0.37              0.35              0.37              

Inner North & East 1.20              0.40              1.00              1.00              0.30              0.37              0.35              0.37              

Inner Clackamas -                 0.40              1.00              0.60              0.30              0.37              0.35              0.37              

Inner I-5 -                 0.40              1.00              0.60              -                 0.37              0.35              0.37              

Outer Westside -                 0.36              0.46              0.40              0.30              0.32              0.31              0.32              

East Mult Co -                 0.36              0.46              0.40              0.30              0.32              0.31              0.32              

Outer Clackamas -                 -                 -                 0.40              0.30              0.32              0.31              0.32              

Outer I-5/205 -                 0.36              0.46              0.40              0.30              0.32              0.31              0.32              

INSTITUTIONAL BUILDINGS

Subareas Central Corridors

Regional 

Center

Town 

Center RSIA Industrial

Employ 

ment Other

Central 7.20              1.80              -                 1.20              1.00              1.05              1.00              1.05              

Inner Westside -                 0.60              1.80              0.72              -                 0.53              0.53              0.53              

Inner North & East 4.80              0.60              1.80              1.20              0.30              0.53              0.53              0.53              

Inner Clackamas -                 0.60              1.20              0.72              0.30              0.53              0.53              0.53              

Inner I-5 -                 0.60              1.80              0.72              -                 0.53              0.53              0.53              

Outer Westside -                 0.42              1.20              0.72              0.35              0.37              0.37              0.37              

East Mult Co -                 0.42              1.20              0.72              0.35              0.37              0.37              0.37              

Outer Clackamas -                 -                 -                 0.72              0.35              0.37              0.37              0.37              

Outer I-5/205 -                 0.42              1.20              0.72              0.35              0.37              0.37              0.37              
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BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL 

 

 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPROVING AN 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN METRO AND ______________ 

COUNTY TO DESIGNATE URBAN RESERVES 

AND RURAL RESERVES IN THE COUNTY 

AND AUTHORIZING THE COUNCIL 

PRESIDENT TO SIGN THE AGREEMENT 

) 

) 

) 

RESOLUTION NO. 09-XXXX 

 

Introduced by Chief Operating Officer 

Michael Jordan with the Concurrence of 

Council President David Bragdon 

 

 

WHEREAS, Metro and Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington Counties have declared 

their mutual interest in long-term planning for three-county area for which they share land use 

planning authority in order to ensure the development of great communities within the urban 

growth boundary surrounded by prosperous farms, ranches, woodlots, forests, and natural 

resources and landscapes; and  

 

WHEREAS, the 2007 Oregon Legislature enacted Senate Bill 1011, codified at ORS 

195.137 to 195.145 (“the statute”), at the request of the four governments and many other local 

governments and organizations in the region and state agencies, to establish a new method to 

accomplish the goals of the four governments through long-term planning; and 

 

WHEREAS, the statute authorizes Metro to designate Urban Reserves and __________ 

County to designate Rural Reserves in that county to accomplish the purposes of the statute, 

which are consistent with the goals of the two governments; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Land Conservation and Development Commission (“LCDC”) adopted 

rules to implement the statute on January 25, 2008, as directed by the statute; and 

 

WHEREAS, the statute and rules require the four governments to work together in their 

joint effort to designate reserves and to enter into formal agreements between Metro and each 

county to designate reserves in a coordinated and concurrent process prior to adoption of 

ordinances adopting reserves; and   
 

 WHEREAS, Metro and______________ County sought and received comments on the 

preliminary analyses of  suitability of land for designation of land for urban reserves and rural reserves 

from the Reserves Steering Committee, Metro’s Metro Policy Advisory Committee, 

____________County’s Policy Advisory Committee, reserves partner governments ____________ 

County and ____________ County, other local governments in the region, state agencies and public, 

private and non-profit organizations and citizens at numerous open houses and public hearings; and  

 

WHEREAS, Councilor Kathryn Harrington, Council Liaison to the partner counties for Urban 

and Rural Reserves, has proposed an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) between Metro and 

______________ County that proposes the designation of particular urban and rural reserves and the 

adoption of specific policies; and 



 

 

WHEREAS, the proposed IGA  has the support of all three partner counties and has been 

coordinated with proposed IGAs between Metro and _______________ County and Metro and 

__________________ County; now, therefore, 

 

 BE IT RESOLVED that the Metro Council 

1. Accepts the proposed Intergovernmental Agreement between Metro and _____________ 

County, attached to this resolution as Exhibit A, as a final proposal for designation of 

urban and rural reserves to be adopted by ordinance in 2010, and authorizes the Council 

President to sign the agreement on behalf of Metro. 

2.  Directs the Chief Operating Officer to submit the proposed final urban and rural reserves 

and the proposed policies to implement the reserves for public hearings leading to a 

decision to adopt urban reserves and implementing policies in 2010.    

  

ADOPTED by the Metro Council this __ day of December, 2009. 

 

  

 

       

David Bragdon, Council President 

 

Approved as to form: 

 

 

       

Daniel B. Cooper, Metro Attorney 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 planning 
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BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL 

 

 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPROVING AN 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN METRO AND CLACKAMAS 

COUNTY TO DESIGNATE URBAN RESERVES 

AND RURAL RESERVES IN THE COUNTY 

AND AUTHORIZING THE COUNCIL 

PRESIDENT TO SIGN THE AGREEMENT 

) 

) 

) 

 RESOLUTION NO. 09-XXXX 

 

Introduced by Chief Operating Officer 

Michael Jordan with the Concurrence of 

Council President David Bragdon 

 

 

WHEREAS, Metro and Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington Counties have declared 

their mutual interest in long-term planning for three-county area for which they share land use 

planning authority in order to ensure the development of great communities within the urban 

growth boundary surrounded by prosperous farms, ranches, woodlots, forests, and natural 

resources and landscapes; and  

 

WHEREAS, the 2007 Oregon Legislature enacted Senate Bill 1011, codified at ORS 

195.137 to 195.145 (“the statute”), at the request of the four governments and many other local 

governments and organizations in the region and state agencies, to establish a new method to 

accomplish the goals of the four governments through long-term planning; and 

 

WHEREAS, the statute authorizes Metro to designate Urban Reserves and Clackamas 

County to designate Rural Reserves in that county to accomplish the purposes of the statute, 

which are consistent with the goals of the two governments; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Land Conservation and Development Commission (“LCDC”) adopted 

rules to implement the statute on January 25, 2008, as directed by the statute; and 

 

WHEREAS, the statute and rules require the four governments to work together in their 

joint effort to designate reserves and to enter into formal agreements between Metro and each 

county to designate reserves in a coordinated and concurrent process prior to adoption of 

ordinances adopting reserves; and   
 

 WHEREAS, Metro and Clackamas County sought and received comments on the preliminary 

analyses of  suitability of land for designation of land for urban reserves and rural reserves from the 

Reserves Steering Committee, Metro’s Metro Policy Advisory Committee, Clackamas County’s Policy 

Advisory Committee, reserves partner governments Multnomah County and Washington County, other 

local governments in the region, state agencies and public, private and non-profit organizations and 

citizens at numerous open houses and public hearings; and  

 

WHEREAS, Councilor Kathryn Harrington, Council Liaison to the partner counties for Urban 

and Rural Reserves, has proposed an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) between Metro and Clackamas 

County that proposes the designation of particular urban and rural reserves and the adoption of specific 

policies; and 
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WHEREAS, the proposed IGA  has the support of all three partner counties and has been 

coordinated with proposed IGAs between Metro and Multnomah County and Metro and Washington 

County; now, therefore, 

 

 BE IT RESOLVED that the Metro Council 

1. Accepts the proposed Intergovernmental Agreement between Metro and Clackamas 

County, attached to this resolution as Exhibit A, as a final proposal for designation of 

urban and rural reserves to be adopted by ordinance in 2010, and authorizes the Council 

President to sign the agreement on behalf of Metro. 

2.  Directs the Chief Operating Officer to submit the proposed final urban and rural reserves 

and the proposed policies to implement the reserves for public hearings leading to a 

decision to adopt urban reserves and implementing policies in 2010.    

  

ADOPTED by the Metro Council this __ day of December, 2009. 

 

  

 

       

David Bragdon, Council President 

 

Approved as to form: 

 

 

       

Daniel B. Cooper, Metro Attorney 
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BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL 

 

 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPROVING AN 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN METRO AND MULTNOMAH 

COUNTY TO DESIGNATE URBAN RESERVES 

AND RURAL RESERVES IN THE COUNTY 

AND AUTHORIZING THE COUNCIL 

PRESIDENT TO SIGN THE AGREEMENT 

) 

) 

) 

 RESOLUTION NO. 09-XXXX 

 

Introduced by Chief Operating Officer 

Michael Jordan with the Concurrence of 

Council President David Bragdon 

 

 

WHEREAS, Metro and Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington Counties have declared 

their mutual interest in long-term planning for three-county area for which they share land use 

planning authority in order to ensure the development of great communities within the urban 

growth boundary surrounded by prosperous farms, ranches, woodlots, forests, and natural 

resources and landscapes; and  

 

WHEREAS, the 2007 Oregon Legislature enacted Senate Bill 1011, codified at ORS 

195.137 to 195.145 (“the statute”), at the request of the four governments and many other local 

governments and organizations in the region and state agencies, to establish a new method to 

accomplish the goals of the four governments through long-term planning; and 

 

WHEREAS, the statute authorizes Metro to designate Urban Reserves and Multnomah 

County to designate Rural Reserves in that county to accomplish the purposes of the statute, 

which are consistent with the goals of the two governments; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Land Conservation and Development Commission (“LCDC”) adopted 

rules to implement the statute on January 25, 2008, as directed by the statute; and 

 

WHEREAS, the statute and rules require the four governments to work together in their 

joint effort to designate reserves and to enter into formal agreements between Metro and each 

county to designate reserves in a coordinated and concurrent process prior to adoption of 

ordinances adopting reserves; and   
 

 WHEREAS, Metro and Multnomah County sought and received comments on the preliminary 

analyses of  suitability of land for designation of land for urban reserves and rural reserves from the 

Reserves Steering Committee, Metro’s Metro Policy Advisory Committee, Multnomah County’s Citizens 

Advisory Committee, reserves partner governments Clackamas County and Washington County, other 

local governments in the region, state agencies and public, private and non-profit organizations and 

citizens at numerous open houses and public hearings; and  

 

WHEREAS, Councilor Kathryn Harrington, Council Liaison to the partner counties for Urban 

and Rural Reserves, has proposed an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) between Metro and 

Multnomah County that proposes the designation of particular urban and rural reserves and the adoption 

of specific policies; and 
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WHEREAS, the proposed IGA  has the support of all three partner counties and has been 

coordinated with proposed IGAs between Metro and Clackamas County and Metro and Washington 

County; now, therefore, 

 

 BE IT RESOLVED that the Metro Council 

1. Accepts the proposed Intergovernmental Agreement between Metro and Multnomah 

County, attached to this resolution as Exhibit A, as a final proposal for designation of 

urban and rural reserves to be adopted by ordinance in 2010, and authorizes the Council 

President to sign the agreement on behalf of Metro. 

2.  Directs the Chief Operating Officer to submit the proposed final urban and rural reserves 

and the proposed policies to implement the reserves for public hearings leading to a 

decision to adopt urban reserves and implementing policies in 2010.    

  

ADOPTED by the Metro Council this __ day of December, 2009. 

 

  

 

       

David Bragdon, Council President 

 

Approved as to form: 

 

 

       

Daniel B. Cooper, Metro Attorney 
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BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL 

 

 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPROVING AN 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN METRO AND WASHINGTON 

COUNTY TO DESIGNATE URBAN RESERVES 

AND RURAL RESERVES IN THE COUNTY 

AND AUTHORIZING THE COUNCIL 

PRESIDENT TO SIGN THE AGREEMENT 

) 

) 

) 

 RESOLUTION NO. 09-XXXX 

 

Introduced by Chief Operating Officer 

Michael Jordan with the Concurrence of 

Council President David Bragdon 

 

 

WHEREAS, Metro and Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington Counties have declared 

their mutual interest in long-term planning for three-county area for which they share land use 

planning authority in order to ensure the development of great communities within the urban 

growth boundary surrounded by prosperous farms, ranches, woodlots, forests, and natural 

resources and landscapes; and  

 

WHEREAS, the 2007 Oregon Legislature enacted Senate Bill 1011, codified at ORS 

195.137 to 195.145 (“the statute”), at the request of the four governments and many other local 

governments and organizations in the region and state agencies, to establish a new method to 

accomplish the goals of the four governments through long-term planning; and 

 

WHEREAS, the statute authorizes Metro to designate Urban Reserves and Washington  

County to designate Rural Reserves in that county to accomplish the purposes of the statute, 

which are consistent with the goals of the two governments; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Land Conservation and Development Commission (“LCDC”) adopted 

rules to implement the statute on January 25, 2008, as directed by the statute; and 

 

WHEREAS, the statute and rules require the four governments to work together in their 

joint effort to designate reserves and to enter into formal agreements between Metro and each 

county to designate reserves in a coordinated and concurrent process prior to adoption of 

ordinances adopting reserves; and   
 

 WHEREAS, Metro and Washington County sought and received comments on the preliminary 

analyses of  suitability of land for designation of land for urban reserves and rural reserves from the 

Reserves Steering Committee, Metro’s Metro Policy Advisory Committee, Washington County’s 

Reserves Coordinating Committee, reserves partner governments Multnomah County and Washington 

County, other local governments in the region, state agencies and public, private and non-profit 

organizations and citizens at numerous open houses and public hearings; and  

 

WHEREAS, Councilor Kathryn Harrington, Council Liaison to the partner counties for Urban 

and Rural Reserves, has proposed an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) between Metro and 

Washington County that proposes the designation of particular urban and rural reserves and the adoption 

of specific policies; and 
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WHEREAS, the proposed IGA  has the support of all three partner counties and has been 

coordinated with proposed IGAs between Metro and Clackamas County and Metro and Multnomah 

County; now, therefore, 

 

 BE IT RESOLVED that the Metro Council 

1. Accepts the proposed Intergovernmental Agreement between Metro and Washington 

County, attached to this resolution as Exhibit A, as a final proposal for designation of 

urban and rural reserves to be adopted by ordinance in 2010, and authorizes the Council 

President to sign the agreement on behalf of Metro. 

2.  Directs the Chief Operating Officer to submit the proposed final urban and rural reserves 

and the proposed policies to implement the reserves for public hearings leading to a 

decision to adopt urban reserves and implementing policies in 2010.    

  

ADOPTED by the Metro Council this __ day of December, 2009. 

 

  

 

       

David Bragdon, Council President 

 

Approved as to form: 

 

 

       

Daniel B. Cooper, Metro Attorney 

 

 



 

Reserves ordinance narrative - Draft 

 

2010 UGB Urban and Rural Reserves Ordinance  
 
The Reserves Ordinance will designate urban reserves to accommodate long-range (40-50 years) 
population and employment growth.  The ordinance will also adopt a map that shows the location of 
both urban reserves adopted by the Metro County and rural reserves adopted by Clackamas, 
Multnomah and Washington Counties.  It will also adopt Council policy on urban and rural reserves to be 
amended into the Regional Framework Plan.  The Chief Operating Officer recommends a conservative 
approach to reserves to reflect the great difficulty predicting growth or development trends over such a 
long period of time. 
 
New Strategies 
 

Strategy 1: Measure Performance of Investments and Tools and Use Lessons Learned from 
Performance 

 
The Chief Operating Officer recommends that the Council: 
 

 Monitor the performance of urban reserves to determine whether they contribute to 
achievement of the Outcomes the region seeks for Centers and Corridors 

 

 Monitor the performance of rural reserves to determine whether they contribute to the success 
of agriculture and forestry in the great metropolitan region. 

 
 

Strategy 2:  Invest in Our Centers, Corridors and Employment Areas 
 
The Chief Operating Officer recommends that the Council: 
 

 Commit Metro to conceptual planning of designated urban reserves, prior to their inclusion in 
the UGB, to determine the appropriate providers of urban services and appropriate cities to 
govern the areas    

 

 Seek the agreement of the three counties to collaborate in conceptual in the Intergovernmental 
Agreements leading to designation of urban reserves. 

 
 

Strategy 3: Use Tools to Direct Growth to Centers, Corridors and Employment Areas 
 
The Chief Operating Officer recommends that the Council: 
 

 Given the inherent uncertainties of very long-range planning, designate an amount of urban 
reserves adequate for the more conservative end of the 40-50-year reserves planning period 

 

 Designate urban and rural reserves that will provide long-term protection for the agricultural 
and forest industries of the greater region  

 



 

Reserves ordinance narrative - Draft 

 

 Ensure that designated urban reserves include an ample supply of land suitable for industrial 
use adjacent and nearby the existing UGB 

 

 Designate as urban reserves lands that will help existing Centers and Corridors achieve our 
desired Outcomes or lands that are suitable to become new Centers and Corridors that will 
achieve the Outcomes 

 

 Be mindful in the designation of urban reserves to protect an opportunity for neighbor cities 
outside the UGB to maintain their identities separate from the Metro area and achieve their 
own aspirations.  
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